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About This Game

The Battle is on! Face off against your friends in thrilling multiplayer panzer battles for supremacy! Defend your base against
attacking tanks and destroy your enemies in 5d3b920ae0
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this game could be better if you had a 360 chair, or 3 sencors, but as it is with my 2 sensor setup, it is almost imposible to see
the enamy behind , let alone shoot it, the tank will travel 360 and also the turet, so while standing it is posible to turn only by
spining your body around in the 180 to look behind, i played sitting and even though i won, its not recomended as it straines the
neck, This game has potensial , but for now i will have to rate as "Not recomended" However the game is still fun.. u0432
u0446u0435u043bu043eu043c u043du0435u043fu043bu043eu0445u043e,u043du043e
u043cu0443u043bu044cu0442u0438u043fu043bu0435u0435u0440 u0442u043eu043bu044cu043au043e
u043bu043eu043au0430u043bu044cu043du044bu0439 u0438 u043fu0440u0438 u0437u0443u043cu0435
u0447u0435u0440u043du044bu0439 u044du043au0440u0430u043d.. Picked this game up after noticing the quality in their
other game. Pretty fun even in single player mode. Bots are decent and feel pretty alive. I like how you can steer the tank with
the Vive controller like a HOTAS. Definitely a keeper to pick up and play occasionally. Very slight motion sickness but not as
bad as some other games I've played.. It's alright I guess. It's essentially multiplayer-only, as the single player game is just the
same arenas with bots, which gets very boring very quickly. "Cross-Platform" here just means play is available between Oculus
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and Vive owners, rather than what it' generally given to mean - playing people on other non-PC platforms. With populated
human teams on both sides, this could be pretty fun. Give this one a miss until you have half-a-dozen friends with VR setups
themselves.. It's alright I guess. It's essentially multiplayer-only, as the single player game is just the same arenas with bots,
which gets very boring very quickly. "Cross-Platform" here just means play is available between Oculus and Vive owners, rather
than what it' generally given to mean - playing people on other non-PC platforms. With populated human teams on both sides,
this could be pretty fun. Give this one a miss until you have half-a-dozen friends with VR setups themselves.. Picked this game
up after noticing the quality in their other game. Pretty fun even in single player mode. Bots are decent and feel pretty alive. I
like how you can steer the tank with the Vive controller like a HOTAS. Definitely a keeper to pick up and play occasionally.
Very slight motion sickness but not as bad as some other games I've played.. this game could be better if you had a 360 chair, or
3 sencors, but as it is with my 2 sensor setup, it is almost imposible to see the enamy behind , let alone shoot it, the tank will
travel 360 and also the turet, so while standing it is posible to turn only by spining your body around in the 180 to look behind, i
played sitting and even though i won, its not recomended as it straines the neck, This game has potensial , but for now i will have
to rate as "Not recomended" However the game is still fun.. u0432 u0446u0435u043bu043eu043c
u043du0435u043fu043bu043eu0445u043e,u043du043e u043cu0443u043bu044cu0442u0438u043fu043bu0435u0435u0440
u0442u043eu043bu044cu043au043e u043bu043eu043au0430u043bu044cu043du044bu0439 u0438 u043fu0440u0438
u0437u0443u043cu0435 u0447u0435u0440u043du044bu0439 u044du043au0440u0430u043d.
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